
    

    

REPORTING REQUIREMENT UNDERREPORTING REQUIREMENT UNDERREPORTING REQUIREMENT UNDERREPORTING REQUIREMENT UNDER    

    

Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable) Services (Second) Tariff Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable) Services (Second) Tariff Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable) Services (Second) Tariff Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable) Services (Second) Tariff 

(Fourteenth Amendment) Order(Fourteenth Amendment) Order(Fourteenth Amendment) Order(Fourteenth Amendment) Order    dated 6dated 6dated 6dated 6
thththth

    January 2015January 2015January 2015January 2015 
 

NNNNames, genre and language of all ames, genre and language of all ames, genre and language of all ames, genre and language of all free to air channels free to air channels free to air channels free to air channels offered by the broadcasteroffered by the broadcasteroffered by the broadcasteroffered by the broadcaster    

 

S No Name of 

the 

Channel 

Genre of the 

Channel 

Language of 

the Channel 

1 9X Jalwa Music Hindi 

2 9X Jhakaas Music Marathi 

3 9XO  Music English  

3 9X Bajao  Music Hindi 

 

 

NNNName, aame, aame, aame, a----lalalala----carte rate, genrecarte rate, genrecarte rate, genrecarte rate, genre, Target audience , Target audience , Target audience , Target audience     and language of each and language of each and language of each and language of each pay channel pay channel pay channel pay channel offered by the offered by the offered by the offered by the 

broadbroadbroadbroadcaster:caster:caster:caster:    

 

 

S No Name of 

the 

Channel 

A-la Carte 

Rate of the 

Channel 

Genre of the 

Channel 

Language of 

the Channel 

Target Audience 

National or 

Regional 

If Regional, 

specify State 

1 9XM Rs 7.00 Music Hindi National - 

 

 
LLLList of all bouquets offered by thist of all bouquets offered by thist of all bouquets offered by thist of all bouquets offered by the broadcaster with prices of each bouquet, indicating the names of all the e broadcaster with prices of each bouquet, indicating the names of all the e broadcaster with prices of each bouquet, indicating the names of all the e broadcaster with prices of each bouquet, indicating the names of all the 

pay channels and free to pay channels and free to pay channels and free to pay channels and free to air channels contained thereinair channels contained thereinair channels contained thereinair channels contained therein    

  

Not Applicable as all Pay channels channels are provided on ala-carte basis 

 

WWWWhether the pay channels are pay channels in whether the pay channels are pay channels in whether the pay channels are pay channels in whether the pay channels are pay channels in whole of the country or only in part of the country. (States hole of the country or only in part of the country. (States hole of the country or only in part of the country. (States hole of the country or only in part of the country. (States 

must be specified if a channel is a pay cmust be specified if a channel is a pay cmust be specified if a channel is a pay cmust be specified if a channel is a pay channel in part of the country)hannel in part of the country)hannel in part of the country)hannel in part of the country)    

 

S No Name of 

the 

Channel 

Whether the Channel is Pay Channel in Whole of India or Part, if in part of 

country then specify States, where the channel is Pay 

1 9XM Pay Channel in Whole of India 

 

 

 

 

 

  


